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LINK TO VIDEO: https://youtu.be/sKSRSZTuOcA
TIME

AUDIO

VISUAL

0:00-0:01

The natural sound from
the pitcher pitching to
the catcher.

A medium shot of a pitcher
pitching a baseball.

0:01-0:03

“Covid-19 has impacted
everyone’s lives…”

A medium shot of the
catcher preparing to
catch.

0:03-0:05

“including high-school
athletes.”

A low, medium profile shot
of the batter’s legs.

0:05-0:11

“Athletic-wise we
weren’t able to play…”

A medium shot of
interviewee Shane Thomas.

0:11-0:14

“outer region games as
we would…”

A medium shot of a pitcher
pitching a baseball.

0:14-0:16

The natural sound from
the baseball catch and
“high-school season.”

A medium shot of the
catcher catching the
pitch.

0:16-0:19

“we could only play two
games a week…” and the
natural sound from the
batter’s hit.

A medium shot of the
batter hitting the
baseball.

0:19-0:23

“The NCAA implemented a
dead period…”

A wide shot of the RNE
high-school basketball
team versus Spring Valley.

0:23-0:28

“cannot meet face to
face…”

A wide shot of RNE
basketball.

0:28-0:33

“It’s affected all
kind[s] of recruiting…”

A medium shot of
interviewee Gary Fulmer.

0:33-0:36

“whatever the sport,
college coaches haven’t
had the chance to…”

A medium shot of the first
baseman preparing for the
play.

0:36-0:39

“because of covid
restrictions, they have
not been allowed to go
out.”

A wide shot of the first
baseman catching a throw
to get the batter out.

0:39-0:40

A natural sound pop
from the batter hitting
and the team cheering.

A medium profile shot of
the batter hitting the
ball then running to 1st
base.

0:40-0:43

“Because of covid-19
restrictions, athletes
are struggling to…”

A medium shot of the
pitcher throwing a pitch.

0:43-0:47

“with college coaches.”
the natural sound pop
of a baseball hit.

A medium shot of the
batter hitting the
baseball.

0:47-0:53

“it was kinda difficult
not being able to see
the coaches…”

A medium bust shot of
interviewee Amere Cherry.

0:53-0:55

“I sent films to
coaches…” and the
natural sound of shoes
on the basketball
court.

A tight blur-in shot of
Amere’s back while
preparing to defend in
basketball.

0:55-1:01

“a lot of coaches liked
my highlight[s]…” and
basketball natural
sound.

A wide shot of Amere
dribbling in the game.

1:01-1:04

“calling my phone…”

A medium bust shot of
Amere Cherry’s interview.

1:04-1:07

“It was very difficult
because coaches over
the summer couldn’t…”

A medium bust shot of
interviewee Shane Thomas.

1:07-1:11

“I had to send in a
bunch of videos…”

A low medium shot of Shane
throwing the ball back to
the pitcher.

1:11-1:12

The natural sound of a
pitch being thrown and

A wide shot of the pitcher
pitching the ball.

caught.
1:12-1:15

“U[of]SC tight ends
coach Erik Kimry…”

A wide shot of the batter
preparing for the ball.

1:15-1:17

“social media is more
important now…”

A batter on deck
practicing his pitch
reaction.

1:17-1:19

The natural sound of a
baseball hit and team
anticipation.

A medium shot of a batter
hitting a pitch.

1:19-1:25

“100% of our recruiting
is happening now
through…”

A bust shot of UofSC tight
ends coach, Erik Kimry.

1:25-1:29

“Zoom meetings,
Instagram tags…”

A wide shot of a
basketball player
dribbling and passing.

1:29-1:31

“Twitter DMs and
texting…”

A medium bust shot of a
basketball player shooting
a free throw.

1:31-1:35

“Without being able to
meet with athletes…”

A medium shot of two
batters on deck practicing
their swings with a blur
transition from the net.

1:35-1:39

“on social media and
game film” and the
natural sound of a
pitch and hit.

A medium shot of the
pitcher pitching to the
batter.

1:39-1:46

“A lot of times you’ll
have a kid come to camp
for 2 or 3 years…”

A medium bust shot of
Coach Erik Kimry’s
interview through Zoom.

1:46-1:49

“How much does he
really weigh?” and the
natural sound of the
band and the team.

A medium shot of the
offensive lineman blocking
the opposing team.

1:49-1:52

“I think it puts a
premium on those…” and

A medium shot of a
basketball player

basketball natural
sound.

receiving a pass.

1:52-1:54

“film evaluations.” and
the natural sound pop
of a baseball hit.

A wide shot of a baseball
batter hitting the ball.

1:54-1:56

“New Richland Northeast
head football coach…”
and football natural
sound.

A wide shot of the
football defense stopping
the run.

1:56-1:58

“Walter Wilson has tips
for athletes…” and
baseball natural sound.

A wide shot of the batter
taking a pitch.

1:58-2:00

“to stand out in front
of college coaches…”
and basketball natural
sound.

A wide shot of the
basketball team working
their way down the court.

2:00-2:05

“First thing is you
need to get grades…”

A wide bust shot of Walter
Wilson’s interview.

2:05-2:08

“more than any time.”
and football natural
sound.

A wide shot of the
football line blitzing.

2:08-2:10

“a school that’s going
strictly after…” and
basketball natural
sound.

A wide shot of the
basketball tip-off.

2:10-2:13

“The best thing a kid
can do…” and basketball
natural sound.

A medium shot of a
basketball player
dribbling and passing.

2:13-2:15

“is get their GPA up…”

A medium bust shot from
Coach Wilson’s interview.

2:15-2:18

“NCAA Division I is
planning on ending…”
and basketball natural
sound.

A medium shot of a
basketball defender
blocking a lay-up.

2:18-2:20

“the recruiting dead

A profile bust shot of a

period this summer.”
and basketball natural
sound.

basketball player taking a
free throw.

2:20-2:23

“Reporting for RNE-TV,
I’m Jackson Stanton.”
and basketball natural
sound.

A wide shot of the free
throw going into the net.

2:23-2:28

Basketball natural
sound.

A wide shot of a
basketball player
recovering the ball and
dunking it.

